Press Room

SRCD regularly issues press releases on new research findings published in its journals. The Society also issues statements from leadership and media advisories on SRCD’s Biennial Meetings and other events.

For Journalists

If you’d like additional information for a story, including copies of full papers, to get in touch with authors or would like to receive press releases by email, please contact:

- Jill Braunstein, Director of Communications
  jbraunstein@srcd.org, 202-800-0667
- Jessica Efstathiou, Media Relations and Communications Manager
  jefstathiou@srcd.org, 202-800-3255

For Research Authors

- Public Summaries: Writing for a Lay Audience
- SRCD Policy on Media Embargo Dates

SRCD Logo or Staff Headshots

If you’re interested in featuring SRCD’s logo or a staff headshot on your website or other materials, please contact:

- communications@srcd.org
SRCD Endorses CAAPS Statement on Rapid-Onset Gender Dysphoria (ROGD)
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 Teens with Secure Family Relationships “Pay it Forward” with Empathy for Friends
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Evaluating Peers’ Food Choices May Improve Healthy Eating Habits Among Young Adolescents
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Study Shows Head Start Teachers’ Depressive Symptoms Related to Children’s Math Skills
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Poor Sleep May Impact Academic Achievement for Children in Disinvested Neighborhoods
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SRCD In The News
Disney princess culture isn’t toxic to girls and boys over time, study finds [PRESS COVERAGE]
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Root of teen empathy begins with secure relationships at home, study finds [PRESS COVERAGE]
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How to Raise Kids Who Won’t Be Racist [PRESS COVERAGE]
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Treating Teachers' Depression Could Boost Young Students' Grades: Study [PRESS COVERAGE]
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